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ABSTRACT

Today, analysis of data which is available on the web has become more popular, by using such data we are capable to solve many issues. Our project deals with the analysis of commodity price data available on the web. In general, commodity price data analysis is performed to know inflation rate prevailing in the country and also to know cost price index (CPI). Presently in some countries this analysis is done manually by collecting data from different cities, then calculate inflation and CPI using some predefined formulae. To make this entire process automatic we are developing this project. Now a day’s most of the customers are depending on online websites for their day to day purchases. This is the reason we are implementing a system to collect the data available in various e-commerce sites for commodity price analysis. Here, we are going to introduce a data scraping technique which enables us to collect data of various products available online and then store it in a database there after we perform analysis on them. By this process we can reduce the burden of collecting data manually by reaching various cities. The system consists of web module which perform analysis and visualization of data available in the database.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Web scraping is software technique used for scraping the data available in various websites and it uses the most universal techniques adopted by many search engines. Web scraping mainly focusses in converting unstructured data available in websites into structured format. The data present in websites is in semi-structured format placed in between html tags. After performing scraping data is stored in local database or spreadsheets to perform analysis.

Commodity price data analysis is performed by collecting the data available in various e-commerce websites. To mine the data available online we are using web scraping. Web scraping is software technique which is used for web data extraction, it indexes the information available on web using a web crawler which is universal technique adopted by many search engines. Scraping can be done by using Python, Java or by using some API’s which are available online. In our project we are performing scraping by using SCRAPY tool a python based framework developed for web data extract. SCRAPY contains some predefined libraries which enables us to perform data extract from online and makes our work easier. By scraping the web data we can also perform price comparisons, Weather data monitoring, Website change detection, Research, Web data integration etc. Inflation refers to change in level of prices in an economy over a period of time and CPI measures the price level changes of consumer goods and services purchased by households. Inflation and Cost Price Index (CPI) can be calculated by using data of present and previous years. So, there is a need to maintaining the records of previous years also. Web crawlers goes to a website as specified in the program and collects the data available. After extracting data is maintained in the database to perform various

operations on them. Data available in the database is visualized to the user in the form of bar charts and line charts.

2. RELATED WORK

The availability of online costs represents a singular chance for the development of value indexes and also the measure of inflation round the world. As technology is growing day by day the daily need items were also being sold in online market. So to compare the prices of the products that are in online and offline an algorithm is developed which scraps the data such as product name and price and by using this data we can calculate the cost price index (CPI), inflation for particular period of time but disadvantage is that after some time the limitation may recede and it does not include any analysis or number of quantities sold.

Information is largely available on the web database, if anyone wants to retain some amount of information he must bookmark the web page so to avoid such things search engines are there which searches related information on the entire web. As it is also a type of scraping which extracts the data so we can also scrape the specific data in a website. Some of the search engines are Chickenfoot which is a firefox plugin that provides the programming environment to manipulate or get web page contents and it is written in java script to wrap the content. As it is plugin it was embedded in a web browser and will run slowly as it process the java script and ajax calls. It interacts and scraps the data from the web browser using find() command.

Basically web crawling means a program which goes through the full HTML code of the website by traversing the webpages of the site and gets all the relevant information required for the user is obtained and this is a iterative process for getting more specific information required for the user. The accuracy of the algorithm will be based on the frequency of occurrence of keywords in the webpage and location of keywords in the site.

There are several types of Web Crawling Strategies. They are:
1. Breadth First Search Algorithm
2. Depth First Search Algorithm
3. Page Rank Algorithm
4. Genetic algorithm

2.1. Breadth First Search Algorithm

In this algorithm a uniform search is done along all the neighboring nodes which starts from root node and all the neighboring nodes that are at the same level of root node [1]. If the user required data is obtained then the search is reported as success and the search gets terminated by getting all the required data but if the search doesn’t match with the user requirement then it goes down to next level and search will be done at all the neighboring nodes of that level and this process will continue till the user required data is obtained. But when all nodes are searched and the required data is not obtained then it results as a failure.

2.2. Depth First Search Algorithm

In depth first search algorithm, nodes are traversed systematically from the starting of first node and traversing will be done till the end of the last child node. When there are more than one child node then left node will be given the most priority. Then it will be back tracked to all the unvisited nodes till all the nodes are visited [2]. In this algorithm all the nodes are visited once when the breadth is visited [3]. But the disadvantage of this algorithm is that when there are more nodes and branches then it may result a infinite loop [4].

2.3. Page Rank Algorithm

This algorithm helps user in determining the importance of a webpage by calculating total number of citations and backlinks that are present in the webpage [5].

\[
\text{Pr}(W) = (1-d) + d\left(\frac{\text{Pr}(l_1)C(l_1)}{C(l_1)} + \ldots + \frac{\text{Pr}(l_n)C(l_n)}{C(l_n)}\right)
\]

- \(\text{Pr}(W)\) --- Page rank for the website that is being calculated
- \(D\) --- Damping factor of the website
- \((l_1, \ldots, l_n)\) --- links and citations present in the webpage

By considering human factor a new algorithm of Page ranking is developed by Yougbin Qin and Daoyum Xu [6] and this introduced recommendation mechanism along with page belief and this created balanced rank algorithm of page ranking and gives importance to the needs of users. This effectively avoided topic drift problem.

A new page ranking algorithm with the combination of static algorithm of page rank with classified tree is proposed by Tian Chong [7] where a classified tree is constructed which is used by large number of users and getting similar results while searching and this helps in reducing the problem of theme drift while
searching using only page rank algorithm and outdated pages will be eliminated easily and in turn if increases the effectiveness of the searching and the efficiency of the searching algorithm.

2.4. Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm works using biological evolutions and in it the offspring the fits is obtained by crossing it over the selected best population individuals by using some fitness functions. Some problems present in this but it is suitable for best solution in a specific time [8]. So this suits to the user who has no or time to search a huge database and get very efficient results [9].

2.5. API Tools

Now a day’s scraping data from the websites becomes more important and it is also useful for performing analysis on the data collected. We can collect the data using some API tools such as web scraper, import.io, kimono etc., Web Scraper [12] is a tool which is used to create site maps and based on these maps we can navigate through the page for extracting the data. Using selector option in the tool we can navigate and extract different types of data such as links, texts, tables, images etc. Web scraper can also scrape the dynamic data. After extracting we can download the data from the browser as csv.

Kimono [10] is also one of the best API tool for scraping the web data, it is a bookmark in the browser. Kimono provides the functionality of selecting the multiple items such as text, links, and images at a time and can be categorized accordingly in the data modelling option of the kimono bookmark tab. After extracting data it also can be downloaded likewise web scraper tool and it can be further useful in performing analysis. Kimono tool has also the functionality of saving the created API and building apps for the mobile.

Import.io [11] is another API tool for crawling the data present in the web. It is a browser application which u need to install. Using this tool we can crawl the data within the single page and also the data which is similar in multiple web pages of a website, first we need to select the data what we want and provide column names after that while running the crawler we have to provide the main page url which we had selected the data and also the depth of the pages the crawler needs to navigate so that the crawler navigates accordingly and downloads the data in csv format.

2.6. Beautiful Soup

Beautiful soup [13] is a python library which is used to wrap out the data from the html and xml documents. Using beautiful soup we can scrap the data whatever we want from various websites and it also provides the methods which is implemented in python for navigating, searching and modifying the tree that is parsed which means getting the data whatever we need. To make use of beautiful soup we should install this library in any of the python installers such as pip. For scraping the data first we need to provide the url of the page and then it should be passed to soup method, after that it will parse all the pages and gets the data. The data what we get is along with the tags so to identify and extract the exact data content and get methods are used. Finally the scraped data should be exported to excel file and for this csv library should be imported. Beautiful soup can parse any data whatever we give and fetches different types of data like links, texts etc.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Data required for price analysis can be collected using searching technique. To collect data using searching technique we initially need to provide keywords of the product to the program then it search for the product name in html code. Once the product name is found the program performs front and backward traversals to find the price of the product and get the price data. But traversing entire html code for product name and price increases the time complexity of the program and the data collected may not be efficient. There may be also some situations where the data is not available in the html code. So, In order to provide efficient method to mine the data we have proposed the following method.
Web crawler perform indexing same as search engine and reaches the website provided by the user. Scraper algorithm helps us to reach to the data and get the data as per the rules provided in the program. We have developed this algorithm using python based framework called SCRAPY. This algorithm parses the information present in the website and save the data into a database and there after we perform analysis on the data using an analysis system. The program used to perform scrapping is called as Spider (user-written classes used for scrapping information). Spider gets the data from the websites based on the domain, xpath and rules provided in the program. Finally a cronjob is written for our program which automatically starts the execution of program and collects data daily as per the time provided by the user.

Our analysis system is a web module developed using html and JSP. It provides an interface for our data to analyze. Once the admin performs login options like add records, modify records, view records and perform analysis on the data and makes our work easier to calculate CPI and Inflation. Visualization of data is done using Jfreechart libraries available in java. Using Jfreecharts we can draw graphs for our datasets present in the database. Dataset is passed into the function drawLineChart which plot the graphs and generate the response as an image. Similarly we can also draw column charts and pie charts.

3.1. Algorithm
1. Import packages required for scraping.
2. Create a class which acts as a container for all the objects.
3. Provide details of domain from where data to be scrapped.
4. Provide url’s and rules for extraction.
5. Get the xpaths for all the elements to be scrapped.
6. Call parse function.
8. Pipelining data into database.
9. Run scraper.
10. Define cronjob for running the program in regular interval.

Xpath is provided to the spider in the following way:

```python
buyers = tree.xpath('//div[@title="Product-name"]//text()')
prices = tree.xpath('//span[@class="Product-price"]/text()')
```

4. RESULTS

![Scraped data in Scrapy Framework](image)

Figure 1. Scraped data in Scrapy Framework
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a most efficient technique to mine the commodity prices data from websites and perform analysis on them. This technique resolves all the problems proposed by previous authors on web scraping. We successfully implemented program for scrapping data from online stores and designed a system which perform analysis on the data. The system provides the visualization of data in the form of line charts and also keep track of Inflation and Cost Price Index (CPI) of the country.
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